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o2universe.com.Q: Is there any way to disable Django's caching? I have a project that is written in Python using Python's Django framework. I have been reading and trying to make sense of the many comments in the Django documentation. Sadly, I am still having a problem and I think it is because of a Django
caching. I am wondering if there is a way to disable Django's caching, or if there is a way to configure it better. To be more clear, my question is if I can disable Django's caching using a setting file or something. What I am trying to do is to avoid generating the same page every time, so I thought about disabling
Django's caching. My browser sends GET I know this is supposed to be cached as the first time user's browser receives the index page, it will send GET I am wondering if I can make this cookie expire and thus be forced to generate a new request. The reason I want to do this is so I don't spend a lot of time and
bandwidth on GETs when it's not even necessary. A: You can add a query string parameter to disable caching, eg: You can programatically check the current status by adding this to the header of your page, assuming request.META has the cache parameter: if "nocache" in request.META["HTTP_CACHES"]: print

"Cached" else: print "Not cached" It might be a good idea to also add that same parameter to the template to make sure the cached version is just as up-to-date as you need it to be. A: Django does not cache pages the way you want. Every time you hit /index.html, that's exactly what Django tries to do - cache it.
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